Chapter 1

Question

Is one permitted to engage in any non safe activity?

Is one permitted to say this is my life. I can do with my life what I please?

Response

No. One’s life is not his or hers. One’s life belongs to God. God gave man permission to use his/her body to live. Permission never was granted by GOD THAT MAN/WOMAN KILL THEMSELVES OR ENDANGER THEMSELVES. EVEN IF THERE EXISTS A FRACTION OF ONE PER CENT A HUMAN IS PROHIBITED IN ENDANGERING THEMSELVES. RADVAZ ON RAMBAM
LAWS OF SANEDRIN 18/6

This applies to having sex outside of marriage. Aruch Hashulchon Even Hoazer chapter 1, 2, 26, 177. See my book 10 chapter 12.

BETWEEN 25% TO 50% OF ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO ENGAGE IN SEX OUTSIDE OF MARRIAGE ARE CARRIERS OF SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES.

In addition to the religious prohibition, one is taking a risk of getting aids or other lethal diseases. Or else catching a disease that they won’t be able to have children.

CONDOMS DO NOT HELP. !!!!
The same rule applies on taking drugs. One can overdose and die.

The same rule applies on SMOKING. ONE CAN DIE FROM LUNG CANCER.

THE SAME RULE APPLIES TO GAMBLING.
ONE MUST BE PRUDENT IN HIS/HERS BUSINESS INVESTMENTS.

THE RULE TO REMEMBER IS

GOD HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES.

REMEMBER. DO NOT TRUST ANY ONE IF SOMETHING IS TRUE IT MUST BE VERIFIED. IF IT CAN NOT BE VERIFIED
STAY AWAY FROM THIS VENTURE.

THE GOVERNMENT SAFEGUARDS PROFESSIONS. MEDICINE LAW PHARMACY. IF SOME ONE PRACTICES ANY PROFESSION AND IS NOT LICENSED. BEWARE. THEY MAY OFFER YOU SOME THERAPY THAT WORKS FOR SOME INDIVIDUALS. HOWEVER SINCE THE INDIVIDUAL IS NOT LICENCED HIS THERAPY MAY NOT HAVE PASSED ALL THE TESTS TO ENSURE THAT IT IS SAFE. WHAT CURED ONE CAN KILL YOU. EVERY BODY IS DIFFERENT. IF THE GOVERNMENT APPROVES A THERAPY ONLY IF IT HAS PROVEN TO BE SAFE. OTHERWISE YOU ARE PLACING YOURSELF IN HARM’S WAY.